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Ok, Hannah. I know you’re freaking out right now about the wet dream you had about Uncle Rooney 
last week, but listen —- I know the feeling. Ok, maybe not with Uncle Rooney, because he’s your 
uncle and not mine. But the same concept applies. 

There are going to be times in your life where 
you feel like a freak. And that’s ok. The 
important thing to remember is that there are 
millions, probably even billions, of freaks just 
like you out there in the world. Here, I’ve listed 
some more concepts for you that will definitely 
happen by the time you’re overdue with paying 
off your student loans:

Starting to masturbate to your favorite TV 
show only to realize you’re wet for the 
antagonist.
Is Sin Rostro a man or a woman? So much 
surgery has gone into your favorite Jane The 
Virgin villain, you can’t tell if the squirting was 
necessary. Either way, it’s getting hot and 
heavy and your mind suddenly drifts into 
thoughts of her with Rafael. Let it! Sexuality is fluid, and besides, she’s his step-mom. Makes you 
feel a little less weird about Uncle Rooney, amiright?

Shoplifting from Sephora only to realize you left your $500 worth of goods on the uptown 6 
train.
It’s not the shoplifting you should feel weird about — that’s a right of passage for any tired, middle to 
upper middle class liberal woman refusing to use Daddy’s credit card like yourself. We’ve all done it, 
big or small. What you should be ashamed of is how you just forgot all about that bitchin’ Yves Saint 
Lauren foundation that you swore was going to set the alarms off. All that work, Hannah, and for 
WHAT…

Saving money on tampons by stealing them from your shared workspace bathroom.
There’s no shame here. We’ve all done it. In fact, there are 4 ultra large tampons sitting in my back 
pocket right now. I only wear mini’s and tbh usually pads, but hey it’s 2017 and the economy ain’t 
always what it used to be. We all need to save a buck where we can; Meals on Wheels vs. the war 
on Syria is a great example of this. 

Dying. 
I die like, 4 times a day. A sale at H&M? Dead. Your best friend got a pair of Crocs for Christmas? 
Dead. Four cute mini pig videos shared by my Facebook friends? Deceased. Yet another snarky 
comment by your favorite gay boyfriend about how your arch nemesis’s new bangs are crooked and 
look like the stairwell to their snatch? PURGATORY. 

At the end of the day Hannah, you can’t let one little wet dream get you down. Life has so much — 
and so many more uncles —to offer!


